1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) including coronary artery disease (CAD) and stroke, are leading cause of mortality and morbidity especially in the developing countries of the world.[@bib0005] Asian Indians exhibits unique phenotypic characteristics that distinguishes them from the other population phenotype, suggesting a possible involvement of unique causative factors.[@bib0010] Prognostication and predictability of CAD and other cardiovascular events is multifactorial in nature involving interactions between genetic and environmental factors over an extended period of time.

The identification of measurable "risk factors" in the community at large may provide insight into the prognostication and early diagnosis of the disease.[@bib0090] The compliance of the arteries in the human body tends to decline with age, and this process starts from early childhood even in the absence of established cardiovascular diseases.[@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0025] The vascular compliance is reduced in hypertensive subjects, patients with end-stage renal disease and those with diabetes mellitus.[@bib0030] Increased arterial stiffness per se is an independent marker of cardiovascular disease in hypertensive subjects and is linked to ventricular hypertrophy and atherosclerosis in certain studies.[@bib0035] The association between elevated blood pressure, atherosclerosis, and major cardiovascular events has also been extensively documented.[@bib0040] The brachial artery sphygmomanometry is as a time tested and often the standard method for determining systolic blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP), where cuff measurements of blood pressure are recommended for the diagnosis of arterial hypertension and the assessment of cardiovascular risk. SBP and pulse pressure (PP) have been, associated with the occurrence of cardiovascular events in the long term and in some studies more than other blood pressure parameters.[@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065]

Central blood pressure (CBP) is the pressure measured in the central aorta that is often different from the pressure measured in the peripheral artery of arm. Emerging reports suggest that CBP is a more reliable marker than peripherally measured pressures for the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease and hence is strongly related to future cardiovascular events rather than the brachial pressure measured peripherally.[@bib0070], [@bib0075] In spite of the available non-invasive methods of CBP monitoring, it's practical use in risk stratification of CVD patients and for effective monitoring of treatment strategies by clinicians is less accessible and hence less popular as compared to peripheral pressure. "Augmentation" which reflects enhancement of central aortic pressure is commonly expressed as Augmentation Index (AI), which is also considered as a sensitive marker of arterial wall condition and stiffness. However clinical worthiness of AI still remains less well established.[@bib0080], [@bib0085]

In one of the studies, AI significantly correlated with GENSINI and SYNTAX scores in CAD patients who underwent coronary angiography even after adjusting for age, gender, height, heart rate, hypertension, and diabetes.[@bib0175]

We here with aimed to compare and evaluate the predictive potential of isolated SBP, DBP, central systolic blood pressure (CSBP), central diastolic blood pressure (CDBP), AI, maximum rate of pressure rise (dP/dt max), heart rate and other parameters measured noninvasively by blood pressure measurement using BP+ machine™ by USCOM (sphygmomanometer machine) that estimates the central parameters based on the waveform analysis in CAD patients and compared the same with healthy Indians. We also sought to assess the influence of age, gender and other confounding factors on predictive value of these measurable parameters of vascular stiffness in patients with CAD as compared to healthy controls.

2. Material and methods {#sec0010}
=======================

2.1. Design and data collection {#sec0015}
-------------------------------

In this case control study, a total 585 individuals of both the genders (411 males and 174 females), ranging in age from 30 to 80 years, who visited the cardiac clinic and were enrolled. The study was approved and cleared by an independent Ethics Committee. Out of 585 subjects, 277 were controls (healthy siblings of diseased subjects not having CAD) (group A), and 308 (group B) were established CAD patients who were on stable medication for last 3 months. The demographic and risk factor details of the study population were collected. All the parameters including vascular age were captured as measured by the BP+ machine^TM^ used in the study.

2.2. Blood pressure measurements {#sec0020}
--------------------------------

Non-invasive brachial BP was measured using a "BP+ Central Blood Pressure machine by USCOM". The BP+ is an apparatus that measures central and peripheral BP, arterial stiffness, AI, pulse rate variability using suprasystolic oscillometry and performs central and peripheral pulse waveform analysis. The BP+ by USCOM is patented machine ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) and is commercially available for assessment of these parameters using the waveform analysis as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} and estimates vascular-age from the age and sex specified normograms as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}. The machine measures pAI and that has been used as the parameter in this study.Fig. 1BP+ machine from USCOM.Fig. 1Fig. 2Methodology of Pulse Wave analysis with measurement of AI.Fig. 2Fig. 3Estimation of Vascular age from AI normograms.Fig. 3

Central blood pressure was calculated using a physics-based model of the arteries between the aorta and the cuff. This model relates to how the pressure waves travel between the aorta and the occluded artery under the suprasystolic cuff. This instrument also calculates CSBP, CDBP and mean pressures.

Mean dP/dt was calculated using the following equation:

Parameters were measured in the right arm of the subject, in the supine position. The mean of the three readings was used as the blood pressure of the subjects. All the parameters were recorded immediately before tonometric recording.

2.3. Parameters of arterial stiffness measures {#sec0025}
----------------------------------------------

Central augmentation index (cAI) is defined for a central pressure waveform as a ratio of augmentation pressure (AP) to pulse pressure (PP):•**cAI** = **AP/PP** **×** **100**

The shape of the wave in central arteries is different for a pressure waveform obtained at the upper arm or wrist. In some cases, late systolic pressure may be higher than early systolic pressure. In other cases, there may be no visible pressure augmentation (late systolic pressure is lower than early systolic pressure).•**Peripheral augmentation index** **=** **pAI** = **S1/s2** and is derived from the waveforms.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#sec0030}
-------------------------

The statistical calculations were performed using SPSS software v 20.0 (Chicago, IL, USA) Quantitative data was expressed as mean ± SD, whereas qualitative data was expressed as percentage. Univariate analysis of the continuous data was performed using student's *t*-test or Mann Whitney *U* test, whichever was applicable. The cut off value of p \< 0.05 was considered for statistical significance. Age and sex -- adjusted linear regression model was applied to the data to measure the strength of a particular parameter in predicting CAD. Receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis was performed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of various parameters.

3. Results {#sec0035}
==========

The comparison of various risk factors between cases and controls is presented in ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). Mean age of group B patients was significantly lower as compared to group A subjects. The prevalence of CAD risk factors was higher in CAD patients as compared to healthy controls (diabetes: 12% vs. 5%, hypertension: 45% vs. 15%, smoking habit: 13% vs. 6%; dyslipidemia: 51% vs. 30%; obesity: 6% vs. 4.2%). The mean SBP (137.14 ± 22.49 vs. 129.26 ± 19.86), CSBP (130.78 ± 21.89 vs. 117.53 ± 17.98) and AI% (108.55 ± 44.98 vs. 49.38 ± 21.03) were significantly (p \< 0.05) higher in CAD patients as compared to healthy population. Amongst SBP, CSBP and AI, the difference in AI% had the strongest coefficient of correlation between these two study groups. Patients with CAD had statistically higher vascular age and pulse rate variability as compared to their healthy controls. Dp/dt reflects the rate of increase in pressure in the artery per unit time hence reflecting a measure of left ventricular function and contractility. It was also significantly (870.03 ± 335.39 vs 963.18 ± 304.63; p \< 0.0001) lower in group B as compared to group A.Table 1Comparison of risk factor distribution in healthy vs control population.Table 1VariablesGroupsOverall populationMale populationFemale populationMeanStandard DeviationSignificanceMeanStandard DeviationSignificanceMeanStandard DeviationSignificanceAgeGroup A57.0511.84\<0.000157.5311.02\<0.000156.0613.37\<0.0001Group B50.8711.4851.5811.2248.9312.03SBPGroup A129.2519.86\<0.0001127.3919.08\<0.0001133.0821.080.085Group B137.1322.48136.3821.42139.1825.17DBPGroup A75.5113.530.08675.0913.580.10276.3413.530.468Group B77.5314.6177.414.7777.8714.22CSBPGroup A117.5317.98\<0.0001115.7317.54\<0.0001121.2418.4\<0.0001Group B130.7721.89130.0321.2132.823.68CDBPGroup A78.7113.730.10778.1313.80.06879.9213.590.842Group B80.6515.0580.7515.0380.3515.2AI (%)Group A49.3821.02\<0.000147.7920.65\<0.000152.6621.52\<0.0001Group B108.5544.98108.1645.6109.6243.52Vascular ageGroup A44.3815.99\<0.000143.8316\<0.000145.5115.98\<0.0001Group B83.218.5183.6718.2181.9319.34Difference between chronological and vascular ageGroup A−13.5817.6\<0.0001−14.417.55\<0.0001−12.0517.72\<0.0001Group B32.3317.132.0816.373319.04PPGroup A0.710.30.5020.70.290.7440.730.320.488Group B0.730.410.740.450.710.3Pulse Rate VariabilityGroup A82.86208.770.000181.41203.850.00485.87219.720.041Group B98.82231.09109.13257.0570.87135.48dP/dt arteryGroup A963.18304.62\<0.0001937.09286.240.0131017.09334.750.019Group B870.03335.38862.15324.77891.4363.82[^1]

The risk factor profile in male and female is presented in ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) respectively. In males, significant (p \< 0.05) association of CAD was observed with SBP, CSBP, AI%, pulse rate variability and dp/dt, whereas in females it was significant for CSBP, AI%, pulse rate variability and dp/dt but not for SBP. The overall predictive value of risk factors for CAD is displayed in ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). AI as measured by BP+ machine^TM^ emerged as the strongest predictor (Odds ratio: 1.108; 95% CI: 1.081--1.135; p \< 0.0001) of CAD in this study. AI had the highest odds ratio amongst both the gender. (Male -- odds ratio: 1.102; 95% CI: 1.080--1.124; p \< 0.0001/Female −odds ratio: 1.094; 95% CI: 1.063--1.125; p \< 0.0001) ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}).The ROC analysis showed that in the study population irrespective of the gender of the population, AI had the highest AUC, and was closely followed by CSBP ([Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Regression analysis in overall population.Table 2VariablesBS.E.WalddfSignificanceExp(B)95% C.I.for EXP(B)LowerUpperSBP−0.0240.050.22410.6360.9770.8861.077CSBP0.0270.0510.27810.5981.0270.931.134AI (%)0.1020.01267.146101.1081.0811.135Pulse Rate Variability0.0010.0010.52910.4671.0000.9991.002dP/dt artery0.0010.0010.61610.4331.0010.9991.002Constant−7.8591.44529.584100[^2]Table 3Regression analysis in male population.Table 3VariablesBS.E.WalddfSignificanceExp(B)95% C.I.for EXP(B)LowerUpperSBP−0.0220.0380.32510.5690.9780.9071.055CSBP0.0220.040.32210.5711.0230.9461.105AI (%)0.0970.0193.955101.1021.081.124Pulse rate variability0.0010.0012.16410.1411.0011.0001.003dP/dt artery00.0010.6810.4110.9991.002Constant−7.2691.09743.909100.001[^3]Table 4Regression analysis in female population.Table 4VariablesBS.E.WalddfSignificanceExp(B)95% C.I.for EXP(B)LowerUpperCSBP00.015010.98310.9711.03AI (%)0.0890.01537.153101.0941.0631.125Pulse rate variability00.0010.9710.7551.0000.9981.002dP/dt artery00.0010.05110.82210.9991.002Constant−7.0111.66317.771100.001[^4]Table 5Receiver operative curve analysis in overall, male and female population.Table 5Area Under the CurveOverallVariablesAreaStandard DeviationAsymptotic Sig.Asymptotic 95% Confidence IntervalLower BoundUpper BoundSBP0.5980.0230.0000.5520.644CSBP0.6710.0220.0000.6280.714AI (%)0.9370.0090.0000.919.956Pulse rate variability0.5850.0240.0000.5380.631dP/dt (artery)0.3990.0230.0000.3530.445  **Males**SBP0.6140.0280.0000.5600.669CSBP0.6860.0260.0000.6350.737AI (%)0.9460.0100.0000.9260.966Pulse rate variability0.5830.0280.0040.5270.639dP/dt (artery)0.4190.0280.0050.3640.474  **Females**CSBP0.6450.0420.0010.5630.727AI (%)0.9180.0210.0000.8770.959Pulse rate variability0.5900.0430.0410.5050.675dP/dt (artery)0.3570.0430.0010.2740.441[^5]

4. Discussion {#sec0040}
=============

Augmentation index -- a marker of arterial wave reflection, is proposed to indicate cardiovascular risk burden that can be assessed noninvasively. Although it is universally accepted as clinical index of arterial stiffness, its practical use for prediction of CAD is debatable as a few studies have reported lack of association between AI and CAD especially in the elderly population.[@bib0095]Current study clearly demonstrates an independent relationship between AI and CAD in Asian Indians and recommends it as one of the strongest predictor of CAD in Asian Indians.

The proposal of AI as novel CAD index is of importance as conventionally assessed branchial artery blood pressure often ill estimates the actual central pressure. Difference between aortic and branchial systolic pressure could be as high as 20 mmHg due to pressure wave amplification often undermining central-peripheral disparity in terms of perfusion and hypertension.[@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110] AI is known to be influenced by age, gender and height of an individual,[@bib0115], [@bib0120], [@bib0125] however; in current study, AI was found to be an independent predictor of CAD on regression and ROC analysis. This study also reports that predictive value of AI is least affected by gender and it predicts the CAD risk with equal strength in both the genders.

Earlier studies had indicated that indices derived from central blood pressure measurement are different and independent from traditional cuff blood pressure measurements with regard to their prognostic value for CAD.[@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145] AI is particularly suited to unmask atherosclerosis in young and probably elderly people as well. In concordance with this, few more studies have shown a significant correlation between the elevated central aortic AI and an increased risk of CAD.[@bib0150], [@bib0155] According to one of the recent study, increased AI is associated with the presence and severity of CAD, and it could be effectively be used to risk stratify the patients prior to coronary angiography.[@bib0160], [@bib0165], [@bib0170], [@bib0175]

Systolic blood pressure has consistently shown a consistent linear relationship with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in all age groups and in both the genders.^33.34^ However the levels of DBP could remain normal even in presence of cardiovascular risk as increased peripheral vascular resistance combined with increased arterial stiffening may nullify the effect of each other leading to depiction of normal DBP levels. DBP might have lesser prognostic value in older patients, where the prevailing form of hypertension could be an isolated systolic hypertension. As arterial stiffening causes SBP to increase and DBP to decrease, in such population PP may be the best predictor of cardiovascular events across all blood pressure values. With increasing age among participants in the Framingham study, there was a gradual shift from DBP to SBP and then to PP as a predictor of coronary risk. This has led some commentators to suggest that PP should become part of the Framingham risk algorithm. However, we herewith report that in older population also AI seems to provide remarkable predictive potential, closely followed by CSBP.

5. Conclusion {#sec0045}
=============

The results of this study corroborate the significance of the AI as a sensitive predictor of CAD. Augmentation index, either taken at a single measurement, or along with CSBP, could identify patients with CAD in Asian Indian population. This simple tool of BP measurement when combined with AI can help in prognostication and early diagnosis of CAD in this ethnic group, especially in females where SBP may not be very different from control population as elucidated by this study.
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[^1]: AI = Augmentation index, CAD = Coronary artery disease, CDBP = Central diastolic blood pressure, CSBP = Central systolic blood pressure, DBP = Diastolic blood pressure, SBP = Systolic blood pressure, PP = Pulse pressure.

[^2]: AI = Augmentation index, CSBP = Central systolic blood pressure, SBP = Systolic blood pressure.

[^3]: AI = Augmentation index, CSBP = Central systolic blood pressure, SBP = Systolic blood pressure.

[^4]: AI = Augmentation index, CSBP = Central systolic blood pressure.

[^5]: AI = Augmentation index, CSBP = Central systolic blood pressure, SBP = Systolic blood pressure.
